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The star of the Harold and Kumar franchise, House, and Designated Survivor recounts why he rejected the advice of his aunties and guidance counselors and, instead of becoming a doctor or “something
practical,” embarked on a surprising journey that has included confronting racism in Hollywood, meeting his future husband, and working in the Obama administration, in this “incredibly joyful and insightful”
(Kiefer Sutherland) memoir. You Can’t Be Serious is a series of funny, consequential, awkward, and ridiculous stories from Kal Penn’s idiosyncratic life. It’s about being the grandson of Gandhian freedom
fighters, and the son of immigrant parents: people who came to this country with very little and went very far—and whose vision of the American dream probably never included their son sliding off an oiled-up
naked woman in the raunchy Ryan Reynolds movie Van Wilder…or getting a phone call from Air Force One as Kal flew with the country’s first Black president. “By turns hilarious, poignant, and inspiring”
(David Axelrod, New York Times bestselling author), Kal reflects on the most exasperating and rewarding moments from his journey so far. He pulls back the curtain on the nuances of opportunity and racism in
the entertainment industry and recounts how he built allies, found encouragement, and dealt with early reminders that he might never fit in. He describes his initially unpromising first date with his now-fiancé
Josh, involving an 18-pack of Coors Light and an afternoon of watching NASCAR. And of course, he reveals how, after a decade and a half of fighting for and enjoying successes in Hollywood, he made the
terrifying but rewarding decision to take a sabbatical from a fulfilling acting career for an opportunity to serve his country as an Obama White House aide. Above all, You Can’t Be Serious shows that everyone
can have more than one life story. The book “is insightful, funny, and instructive for anyone who’s ever grappled with how they fit into the American dream” (Ronan Farrow, New York Times bestselling
author), and demonstrates that no matter who you are and where you come from, you have many more choices than those presented to you. And okay, yes, it’s also about how Kal accidentally (and very stupidly)
accepted an invitation to take the entire White House Office of Public Engagement to a strip club—because, let’s be honest, that’s the kind of stuff you really want to hear about.
“Emotionally resonant and deeply characterized.” —School Library Journal (starred review) From the author of You’ll Miss Me When I’m Gone comes a stunning contemporary novel, perfect for fans of Five
Feet Apart, that examines the complicated aftermath of unrequited love between best friends. Aspiring choreographer Sophie Orenstein would do anything for Peter Rosenthal-Porter, who’s been on the kidney
transplant list as long as she’s known him. Peter, a gifted pianist, is everything to Sophie: best friend, musical collaborator, secret crush. When she learns she’s a match, donating a kidney is an easy, obvious
choice. She can’t help wondering if after the transplant, he’ll love her back the way she’s always wanted. But Peter’s life post-transplant isn’t what either of them expected. Though he once had feelings for
Sophie, too, he’s now drawn to Chase, the guitarist in a band that happens to be looking for a keyboardist. And while neglected parts of Sophie’s world are calling to her—dance opportunities, new friends, a
sister and niece she barely knows—she longs for a now-distant Peter more than ever, growing increasingly bitter he doesn’t seem to feel the same connection. Peter fears he’ll forever be indebted to her. Sophie
isn’t sure who she is without him. Then one heartbreaking night twists their relationship into something neither of them recognizes, leading them to question their past, their future, and whether their friendship is
even worth fighting for.
Will one mistake destroy her life? Will one secret? One lie? Kinsley Felton thought she had found a solution to her problems. She thought she had convinced her family that she is strong enough to run the
company, if not on her own, then with help. She thought she had won when she decided not to marry Killian and instead just date him. But everything she thought was wrong. Killian isn't who she thought he
was. Now she is sitting in a jail cell for something she didn't do because of him. But maybe she deserves to sit in jail anyway to pay for her past mistakes. All she knows is she needs to stay far away from Killian
no matter how much her heart aches for him. Will Kinsley let herself get lost in the deceit or will she save herself and take another chance at love?
Wary of romance following her mother's second divorce and resisting her friends' attempts to fix her up with the hottest guy in school, Piper's life gets complicated when she receives a series of Valentines from a
secret admirer.
Someday Maybe
Maybe Always
Ask a Manager
Saint Maybe
Maybe a Mermaid
Definitely, Maybe in Love is a modern take on Pride and Prejudice that proves true love is worth risking a little pride. Spring Honeycutt wants two things: to ace her thesis and save the environment. Easy, right? Uh.
No. When her professor suggests with a few changes the thesis could be published, she’s willing to do whatever it takes to make that happen. Except––that means forming a partnership with the very hot, very
privileged, very conceited Henry Knightly. He’s her polar opposite and pushes all her buttons. When she finds there's more to Henry than his old money and argyle sweaters...it’s hard not to like him––a lot.
Suddenly, choosing between what she wants and needs puts Spring at odds with everything she believes in.
From the pages of SECRET WARS, now in the ALL-NEW MARVEL U! Imagine being trapped in a world of sword and sorcery. With no sword and sorcery experience to speak of. This is the story of BECCA, a girl
stuck in WEIRDWORLD, with only one mission: get home alive! Marvel's own twisted fantasy realm comes alive before your eyes! Barbarians! Wizards! And tricked out sports cars! COLLECTING:
WEIRDWORLD (2015B) #1-5.
Will one truth set her free? Kinsley thought she had found the truth, but she is only beginning to discover the real truth about her family. About herself. Her heart and body still yearn for Killian, but she has to keep
him safe. The only way to do that is to lie, just like everyone has lied to her. Killian thought he had everything he ever wanted. He had the perfect girl. He had the perfect job. All that was missing was a ring on her
finger. But now both are gone. And the only way to get either of them back is to choose between the girl he loves and the job he feels destined to do. But as he sits in a jail cell he doesn't know how he will get either of
them back. Will Kinsley be strong enough to save herself and those she loves? If so, at what cost?
Rachel Daughtry has a ten-year plan that leaves no room for mistakes. Or not-so-serious boys—including Oliver Wentworth, the freshman boyfriend she's never forgotten. Now she's back in San Francisco with an
awesome-slash-scary new job. Unfortunately, The Plan doesn't cover things like meeting her best friend's new "secret" guy...Oliver. Fortunately, no one knows that Rachel and Oliver were ever together, and endless
bikini wax torture couldn't make Rachel hurt her friend. But it's killing Rachel. She's not over him. Not even a little. And as her ten-year plan crumbles around her, Rachel realizes that maybe—just maybe—Oliver
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feels the same way. Now Rachel is on the verge of losing all control. And her best friend. And the love of her life... Someday Maybe is a modern take on Jane Austen's Persuasion that proves a second chance at true
love is always worth the risk.
Definitely: The Complete Series
Maybe Mandy:
How a crazy idea can change your life and transform your business
Someday, Someday, Maybe
Definitely (Maybe) Dating: Laugh Out Loud Opposites Attract Romantic Comedy

I have a secret. A secret that I am hiding from everyone, even my best friend. A secret that I must keep to protect everyone. I still want
Beast. I want him more than anything, but I can't be with him. Our worlds are too different. We are too different. But I still cling on to
that tiny bit of hope. That in real life the Beauty can find a way to be with the Beast. That we can be together...forever.
A hilarious spoof on the classic country-house murder mystery, from the Russian masters of sci-fi—never before translated When Inspector
Peter Glebsky arrives at the remote ski chalet on vacation, the last thing he intends to do is get involved in any police work. He’s there to
ski, drink brandy, and loaf around in blissful solitude. But he hadn’t counted on the other vacationers, an eccentric bunch including a
famous hypnotist, a physicist with a penchant for gymnastic feats, a sulky teenager of indeterminate gender, and the mysterious Mr. and Mrs.
Moses. And as the chalet fills up, strange things start happening—things that seem to indicate the presence of another, unseen guest. Is
there a ghost on the premises? A prankster? Something more sinister? And then an avalanche blocks the mountain pass, and they’re stuck. Which
is just about when they find the corpse. Meaning that Glebksy’s vacation is over and he’s embarked on the most unusual investigation he’s
ever been involved with. In fact, the further he looks into it, the more Glebsky realizes that the victim may not even be human. In this late
novel from the legendary Russian sci-fi duo—here in its first-ever English translation—the Strugatskys gleefully upend the plot of many a
Hercule Poirot mystery—and the result is much funnier, and much stranger, than anything Agatha Christie ever wrote.
Afraid of getting her heart broken, Taylor Caldwell is intent on getting rid of new roommate Hunter Zaccadelli before she falls in love with
him, but her determination gives way to desire as they begin to share secrets and romance.
When living with her mother, an alcoholic ex-beauty queen, becomes unbearable, young Maybelline "Maybe" Chestnut runs away to California,
where she finds work on a taco truck and tries to track down her birth father.
Maybe We Will
Maybe Not
Why Put a Bow Tie on a Llama?
Maybe This Time
Where Lost Things Go
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New Yorkʼs work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional conversations̶featuring all-new
advice! Thereʼs a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply donʼt know what to say. Thankfully, Green does̶and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have
during your career. Youʼll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you̶then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • youʼre being
micromanaged̶or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemateʼs loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you
got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Greenʼs] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when
others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”̶Booklist (starred review) “The authorʼs friendly,
warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of readersʼ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to
management, or anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”̶Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Greenʼs Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It
teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces̶and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”̶Robert Sutton, Stanford
professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm
way.”̶Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
Definitely, Maybe in LoveEntangled: Embrace
From Melissa Foster, the New York Times bestselling author of She Loves Me, comes a sexy and heart-warming novel about finding love--and family--where you least expect it. When chef
Abby de Messiéres returns to Silver Island with her sister to get their late mother's affairs in order, she expected to inherit her mother's bistro along with their childhood home, not to discover a
half sister they never knew existed, and a handsome vacationer camped out on her mother's patio. Workaholic Aiden Aldridge has been sent to Silver Island on a work-free vacation, armed
with a "Let Loose list," and ordered to get a life by the much-younger sister he raised after the death of their parents. After years of focusing on his sister's well-being, he's blindsided by his
intense attraction to the gorgeous, free-spirited Abby. Aiden might not know much about chilling out, but he's excellent at striking deals. He helps Abby with the restaurant in exchange for her
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help in tackling the items on his list. Sparks fly as Aiden and Abby work, and play, side by side. Intimate conversations lead to steamy kisses and undeniable passion. But there's more to
Aiden than Abby knows, and when the truth comes out, their new romance is put to the test, as the two find out if true love really can conquer all.
One question from an ex-lover. One text message from a complete stranger. The same answer to both...Yes. Scarlett Bell has found a way to move beyond a dark past that threatened to take
her best friend, Kinsley, from her. Now ten years later Scarlett has everything. A multi-billion dollar fashion and beauty empire. A fabulous New York apartment filled with everything a girl could
need. And an awesome best friend. What more could she want? Love, marriage, and a baby. Everything her best friend has. One ex-boyfriend could give her everything she thinks she wants.
Even if he is a little too nice... One dark stranger could give her everything she never knew she wanted. But he could destroy her life... Two men. Two choices. One answer to both: Definitely
Yes.
A Novel
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
Maybe We Should
How to Navigate Clueless Colleagues, Lunch-Stealing Bosses, and the Rest of Your Life at Work
Definitely Maybe
What is more important? Friendship, loyalty or love? Colleen Hoover and Griffin Peterson collaborate once again to bring fans of Maybe Someday back into
the musical world of Ridge Lawson and Sydney Blake. And Maggie. And Warren and Bridgette.This full length novel is a follow-up to the New York Times
bestselling novel, Maybe Someday. For the best reading experience, Maybe Now should be read after Maybe Someday and the spin-off novella, Maybe Not.
However, Maybe Now can also be read immediately following Maybe Someday.
Be spontaneous, they say. That's how I ended up on the back of a stranger's bike. A sexy, tall, tattooed stranger, but a stranger nonetheless. How was I
to know that a chance meeting with this man, Xander Kane, was going to change my life?
Amanda Young, better known as Maybe Mandy, has had her ups and downs when it comes to love. Now's your chance to start from the beginning and read all
three of her romantic comedy novellas in one collection. Follow along with Mandy as she searches for her happily ever after. Kinky Carnival Games, Maybe
Mandy Book 1: My name is Mandy and I'm tired of being used by cheating boyfriends. It's time to level the playing field. No, I'm not a whore, but I am
what you might call a modern woman. Not until my friends decided to hook me up on a blind date did I realize just how dirty and naughty my desires are.
Let's just say this guy had no idea what he was getting himself into, and when he decided to take me to a carnival for an adventurous night of
seduction, he realized I'm not the timid and shy girl he thought I was. Let the Kinky Carnival Games begin. Margaritas by Moonlight, Maybe Mandy Book 2:
I can't get that wild night at the carnival out of my head. Braden turned me on in ways I've never experienced before. A dirty and romantic encounter on
a Ferris wheel at its highest point? Classic. Where do I go from there? With a little nudging from my two besties, I decided to get away for a little
while and head to Cancun. You know me, I can't seem to keep my pants on whenever I'm around a hot stud. No, I'm not a whore, but I am a modern woman who
knows what she wants. And in Cancun? I wanted Valentino. Let me tell you all about it in this wild and naughty tale of my trip down south. Slippery When
Wet, Maybe Mandy Book 3: You've followed along as I hooked up with Braden for a night of kinky carnival games. You've traveled with me to Cancun where I
met my Latin hunk, Valentino. Now, I'm back home and have a new naughty tale to share. This time I'm headed to my high school reunion where I'll
introduce you to some old friends, fill you in on some of my first experiences, and have a soaking wet good time with a new heartthrob. To be honest, I
might reveal a little too much. This is the real Mandy. I'm a modern woman with real needs. Things might get a little slippery when I get wet.
When Warren becomes roommates with cold and calculating Bridgette, tempers flare, but Warren is intent on turning her passionate antagonism into
passionate love.
Absolutely Maybe
Dirty: The Complete Series
Definitely Yes
Maybe: The Complete Series
A Life Transformed by the Dearly Departing
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide not only of the Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large cities, but other classifications that will be
found useful wherever he may be. Also facts and information that the Negro Motorist can use and depend upon. There are thousands of places that the public doesn't know about
and aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so send in their names and addresses and the kind of business, so that we might pass it along to the rest of your fellow Motorists.
You will find it handy on your travels, whether at home or in some other state, and is up to date. Each year we are compiling new lists as some of these places move, or go out of
business and new business places are started giving added employment to members of our race.
In its first-ever unexpurgated edition, a sci-fi landmark that's a comic and suspenseful tour-de-force, and puts distraction in a whole new light: It's not you, it's the universe! Boris
and Arkady Strugatsky were the greatest science fiction writers of the Soviet era: their books were intellectually provocative and riotously funny, full of boldly imagined scenarios
and veiled—but clear—social criticism. Which may be why Definitely Maybe has never before been available in an uncensored edition, let alone in English. It tells the story of
astrophysicist Dmitri Malianov, who has sent his wife and son off to her mother’s house in Odessa so that he can work, free from distractions, on the project he’s sure will win him
the Nobel Prize. But he’d have an easier time making progress if he wasn’t being interrupted all the time: First, it’s the unexpected delivery of a crate of vodka and caviar. Then a
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beautiful young woman in an unnervingly short skirt shows up at his door. Then several of his friends—also scientists—drop by, saying they all felt they were on the verge of a
major discovery when they got . . . distracted . . . Is there an ominous force that doesn’t want knowledge to progress? Or could it be something more . . . natural? In this nailbitingly suspenseful book, the Strugatsky brothers bravely and brilliantly question authority: an authority that starts with crates of vodka, but has lightning bolts in store for
humans who refuse to be cowed.
When she discovers that her boyfriend is cheating on her, Sydney, a 22-year-old college student, must decide what to do next, especially when she becomes captivated by her
mysterious neighbor Ridge. Original.
***BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2021 SHORTLISTED TITLE*** Stressed and unhappy at work, Celia Gaze thought to herself one day: “Surely there must be more to life than this?” She
resigned from her high-powered health management role and started transforming a neglected farm into an award-winning wedding venue. She faced nearly every type of
challenge an entrepreneur can face – tribunals, near bankruptcy, court hearings, staff issues, system problems – and survived to tell the tale. But the moment that transformed
her business from a struggle to a success was the moment she put a bow tie on a llama. Everyone thought she was crazy - why on earth would you do that? But it turns out that
the ‘crazy’ ideas are often the ones that change your life. This book is a roadmap for uncovering your crazy idea and implementing it. From the pitfalls and problems to the
practical details of making your idea happen, this is a roadmap for anyone who wants more out of life.
Maybe Yes
You Can't Be Serious
One More Last Rite for the Detective Genre
A Novella
Maybe Someday

A brilliant study of Oasis' debut album, highlighting the band's massive cultural impact and the raw, positive power of those early songs.
An emotional and sexy novel about guarded hearts, finding love, and families lost and found by Melissa Foster, the New York Times bestselling
author of Maybe We Will. After spending years wondering who she was, tattoo artist Cait Weatherby finally found her answers on the sandy
shores of Silver Island. With two half sisters she never knew existed, a group of friends she adores, and a devastatingly charming admirer
who flirts with her at every turn, she's ready to figure out her next steps. The trouble is, Cait lives in the shadows of a dark past, and
she can't afford complications that might cause her to lose the family she's only just found--complications like blue-eyed boatbuilder Brant
Remington, who is as open as she is guarded. If only the sexy charmer would take the hint... Brant is Cait's opposite in every way, but he's
drawn to everything about the sexy newcomer--from the quiet strength that rivals the caution in her mossy-green eyes to her tough facade that
he can't wait to strip away. As Brant works his magic, Cait's walls come down. But as sweet as that feels, Cait knows how quickly good things
can turn bad. It's going to take more than a little trust to beat the ghosts of her past and claim the future they both deserve.
You are more amazing than you even know. New York Times best-selling author Kobi Yamada has written a story about the unbound potential you
hold inside. With striking, realistic illustrations, it's a reminder that you were meant for incredible things. And maybe, just maybe, you
will exceed your wildest dreams.
Beloved author Kasie West brings her signature witty banter and rom-com fun to a bold, fresh format. Think Four Weddings and a Funeral for
YA. One year. Nine events. Nine chances to . . . fall in love?Weddings. Funerals. Barbecues. New Year's Eve parties. Name the occasion, and
Sophie Evans will be there. Well, she has to be there. Sophie works for the local florist, so she can be found at every big event in her
small hometown, arranging bouquets and managing family dramas.Enter Andrew Hart. The son of the fancy new chef in town, Andrew is suddenly
required to attend all the same events as Sophie. Entitled, arrogant, preppy Andrew. Sophie just wants to get her job done and finish up her
sketches so she can apply to design school. But every time she turns around, there is Andrew, getting in her way and making her life more
complicated. Until one day she wonders if maybe complicated isn't so bad after all . . .Told over the course of one year and following Sophie
from event to event, this delightful novel from master of romantic comedy Kasie West shows how love can blossom in unexpected places.
Definitely, Maybe in Love
My Favorite Mistake
Maybe
The Dead Mountaineer's Inn
Maybe Now
From USA Today Bestselling Author Ella Miles comes a new DARK romance! This collection includes: Dirty Beginning, Dirty Obsession, Dirty
Addiction, Dirty Revenge, and Dirty Epilogue. Arlo Carini saved my life, only to destroy it. When I first met him, he was the wealthy,
powerful, sexy stranger giving me and a dozen other art history students a tour of his mansion. But he soon became my everything. My savior.
My lover. My obsession. He tried to warn me. Every chance he could, he tried to get me to run far, far away. But it only made my obsession
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grow stronger. Until I made the worst mistake I could. And ended up trapped forever.
She was definitely single, but maybe he'd change her mind. Sister Natasha Franklin, known as Tassy, was happy on the paediatric ward, working
with Josh Lancaster. When Josh's promotion brought Dr. Ben Lazaar to work at the Audley, Tassy's wish to keep men at bay was shot to pieces.
Ben was gorgeous, clearly taken with her, and he quietly, kindly and persistently pursued her! He didn't understand the word 'no'. and, as
Tassy fell more under his spell, she moved into 'maybe' -- but, given her past, could she ever finally say 'yes'?
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to
take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town high school where the only
other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is
based on the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the
contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by
Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and
collectors alike.
Oasis's incendiary 1994 debut album Definitely Maybe managed to summarize almost the entire history of post-fifties guitar music from Chuck
Berry to My Bloody Valentine in a way that seemed effortless. But this remarkable album was also a social document that came closer to
narrating the collective hopes and dreams of a people than any other record of the last quarter century. In a Britain that had just undergone
the most damaging period of social upheaval in a century under the Thatcher government, Noel Gallagher ventriloquized slogans of burning
communitarian optimism through the mouth of his brother Liam and the playing of the other Oasis 'everymen': Paul McGuigan, Paul Arthurs and
Tony McCarroll. On Definitely Maybe, Oasis communicated a timeworn message of idealism and hope against the odds, but one that had special
resonance in a society where the widening gap between high and low demanded a newly superhuman kind of leaping. Alex Niven charts the
astonishing rise of Oasis in the mid 1990s and celebrates the life-affirming, communal force of songs such as “Live Forever,” “Supersonic,”
and “Cigarettes & Alcohol.” In doing so, he seeks to reposition Oasis in relation to their Britpop peers and explore one of the most
controversial pop-cultural narratives of the last thirty years.
Love? Maybe
Definitely Forever
Top Five Regrets of the Dying
1940 Edition
Time Will Tell
New York Times Bestseller “Captivating. . . . Compelling. . . . There is a kind of magic at work in this novel.” —The Washington Post Book World Ian Bedloe is the ideal teenage son, leading a
cheery, apple-pie life with his family in Baltimore. That is, until a careless and vicious rumor leads to a devastating tragedy. Imploding from guilt, Ian believes he is the one responsible for the
tragedy. No longer a star athlete with a bright future, and desperately searching for salvation, he stumbles across a storefront with a neon sign that simply reads: CHURCH OF THE SECOND
CHANCE. Ian has always viewed his penance as a burden. But through the power of faith and the love of family, he begins to view it as a gift. After years spent trying to atone for his foolish
mistakes, Ian finds forgiveness and peace in the life he builds for himself.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From Lauren Graham, the beloved star of Gilmore Girls and Parenthood, comes a witty, charming, and hilariously relatable debut novel about a struggling
young actress trying to get ahead―and keep it together―in New York City. It’s January 1995, and Franny Banks has just six months left of the three-year deadline she set for herself when she
came to New York, dreaming of Broadway and doing “important” work. But all she has to show for her efforts so far is a part in an ad for ugly Christmas sweaters, and a gig waiting tables at a
comedy club. Her roommates―her best friend Jane, and Dan, an aspiring sci-fi writer―are supportive, yet Franny knows a two-person fan club doesn’t exactly count as success. Everyone tells
her she needs a backup plan, and though she can almost picture moving back home and settling down with her perfectly nice ex-boyfriend, she’s not ready to give up on her goal of having a
career like her idols Diane Keaton and Meryl Streep. Not just yet. But while she dreams of filling their shoes, in the meantime, she’d happily settle for a speaking part in almost anything—and
finding a hair product combination that works. Everything is riding on the upcoming showcase for her acting class, where she’ll finally have a chance to perform for people who could actually hire
her. And she can’t let herself be distracted by James Franklin, a notorious flirt and the most successful actor in her class, even though he’s suddenly started paying attention. Meanwhile, her
bank account is rapidly dwindling, her father wants her to come home, and her agent doesn’t return her calls. But for some reason, she keeps believing that she just might get what she came for.
Someday, Someday, Maybe is a story about hopes and dreams, being young in a city, and wanting something deeply, madly, desperately. It’s about finding love, finding yourself, and perhaps
most difficult of all in New York City, finding an acting job. Praise for Someday, Someday, Maybe “A winning, entertaining read . . . [Lauren Graham] has smartly mined just the right details from
her own experience, infusing her work with crackling dialogue and observations about show business that ring funny and true.”—The Washington Post “A charmer of a first novel . . . [Graham]
has an easy, unforced style and, when the situation calls for it, a keen sense of the ridiculous.”—The Wall Street Journal “With insight, care, and an abundance of humor . . . Graham
demonstrates that her acting chops are not her only talent.”—Library Journal “Thoroughly charming.”—Entertainment Weekly “Sweet, funny, and full of heart . . . a dazzling debut.”—Emily Giffin,
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New York Times bestselling author of Something Borrowed and Where We Belong “Warm and funny, charming and smart.”—Diane Keaton, New York Times bestselling author of Then Again
“Graham deftly captures what it’s like to be young, ambitious, and hopeful in New York City.”—Candace Bushnell, New York Times bestselling author of Sex and the City and The Carrie Diaries
“Fresh and funny and full of zingers, Lauren Graham’s charming writing style instantly drew me in.”—Meg Cabot, bestselling author of the Princess Diaries and Heather Wells Mystery series
A summer romp full of mystery, new friends, and maybe a mermaid! Eleven-year-old Anthoni Gillis is not the kind of kid who believes in fairies, unicorns, or even the word “maybe.” She’s more of
a comic-books girl. So when her mom brings her to Thunder Lake for a summer at the Showboat Resort, she doesn’t believe the local rumors about the Boulay Mermaid. Anthoni has bigger fish
to fry. She’s always wanted a True Blue Friend. But it’s been hard to find one, since for the past five years she’s been bouncing from town to town, helping her mother sell Beauty & the Bee
cosmetic products to keep them both afloat. This summer will be different, though. Anthoni has a plan—a foolproof checklist for making lifelong friends! There won’t be any maybes this time. But
as she grows entangled in local gossip, and her mother stretches the truth, Anthoni must decide if she’ll “stick to the plan,” like always, or dive into a summer full of extraordinary possibilities.
Josephine Cameron’s energetic and heartfelt debut raises timeless questions about truth, lies, and the hope that grows between them.
In its first-ever unexpurgated edition, a sci-fi landmark that's a comic and suspenseful tour-de-force, and puts distraction in a whole new light: It's not you, it's the universe! Boris and Arkady
Strugatsky were the greatest science fiction writers of the Soviet era: their books were intellectually provocative and riotously funny, full of boldly imagined scenarios and veiled—but
clear—social criticism. Which may be why Definitely Maybe has never before been available in an uncensored edition, let alone in English. It tells the story of astrophysicist Dmitri Malianov, who
has sent his wife and son off to her mother’s house in Odessa so that he can work, free from distractions, on the project he’s sure will win him the Nobel Prize. But he’d have an easier time
making progress if he wasn’t being interrupted all the time: First, it’s the unexpected delivery of a crate of vodka and caviar. Then a beautiful young woman in an unnervingly short skirt shows up
at his door. Then several of his friends—also scientists—drop by, saying they all felt they were on the verge of a major discovery when they got . . . distracted . . . Is there an ominous force that
doesn’t want knowledge to progress? Or could it be something more . . . natural? In this nail-bitingly suspenseful book, the Strugatsky brothers bravely and brilliantly question authority: an
authority that starts with crates of vodka, but has lightning bolts in store for humans who refuse to be cowed. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Oasis' Definitely Maybe
Weirdworld Vol. 1
Maybe Never
The Negro Motorist Green Book

Her future is already set, all she has to do is marry a complete stranger. Kinsley Felton has everything. Money, a loving family, and a modeling career. She graduates
from Yale in just days, but unlike a typical college student she doesn't have to spend hours looking for a job when she graduates. Kinsley will inherit the multi-billion
dollar gaming and hospitality company her great-grandfather started. The only problem is she has to do everything her family asks for in order to get that money.
That includes marrying a man of her family's choosing. That's not a problem since Kinsley has been following her family's orders all her life. Until a phone call from
her grandfather changes everything. Will she marry the man her family chooses or will she decide her own future?
Revised edition of the best-selling memoir that has been read by over a million people worldwide with translations in 29 languages. After too many years of
unfulfilling work, Bronnie Ware began searching for a job with heart. Despite having no formal qualifications or previous experience in the field, she found herself
working in palliative care. During the time she spent tending to those who were dying, Bronnie's life was transformed. Later, she wrote an Internet blog post,
outlining the most common regrets that the people she had cared for had expressed. The post gained so much momentum that it was viewed by more than three
million readers worldwide in its first year. At the request of many, Bronnie subsequently wrote a book, The Top Five Regrets of the Dying, to share her story. Bronnie
has had a colourful and diverse life. By applying the lessons of those nearing their death to her own life, she developed an understanding that it is possible for
everyone, if we make the right choices, to die with peace of mind. In this revised edition of the best-selling memoir that has been read by over a million people
worldwide, with translations in 29 languages, Bronnie expresses how significant these regrets are and how we can positively address these issues while we still
have the time. The Top Five Regrets of the Dying gives hope for a better world. It is a courageous, life-changing book that will leave you feeling more compassionate
and inspired to live the life you are truly here to live.
Our Year of Maybe
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